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Home Safety and Security 
 

We all spend quite a lot of time in our homes, so keeping our 

homes safe will help us feel more relaxed when we are 

there. 

This section gives information about the safety of the home, 

things you can do to help you stay safe around the house 

and also gives some tips to think about if you are using your 

computer or going on line. 

Remember: 

◼ Read the Promoting Independence section, (if you haven’t already).         

◼ Read this section, and watch the associated film. 

◼ Enable the individual in line with enabling plan using this section and 

film. 

Link to film: https://vimeo.com/255858287 
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Building Safety 
 
◼ It is important that you are safe in your home: You should keep 

external doors closed and any outside gates locked at all times. 

◼ Where possible check who is at the 

door before you let them in. If there is 

a door chain fitted to your front door - 

please make sure it’s used.  

◼ Remember don’t let anyone in your 

house that you don’t know. 

◼ If it is someone you don’t know, even 

if they have an appointment you could ask to see their ID badge. 

If you are on your own you could ask them to come back later. 

 

 

 

◼ Remember - make sure you have your keys 

 with you if you are going out of the house 

 and keep them safe in a bag or pocket. 

◼ Don’t give your keys to strangers. 

◼ If you lose your keys make sure you can 

 contact someone who can help you and 

 you should also tell the police (phone 101).  
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Fire Safety 

◼ Make sure you have a smoke alarm fitted in 

your home - you can buy them from local           

supermarkets or your fire service can               

provide them for free. 

◼ Make sure that you test the smoke alarm 

once a week by pressing the button until it beeps. If it doesn’t 

beep you may need to change the batteries, ask someone to 

help you if you need to. 

◼ You may live somewhere that has special alarms linked to your 

power, check and ask someone if you aren’t sure. 

 

Kitchen Safety 

◼ Remember to stay in the kitchen if you have pans on the cooker. 

◼ Make sure that pan handles are turned to 

the side so that they can’t be knocked over. 

◼ Keep wires away from the cooker so they 

don’t melt. 

◼ Keep the cooker, toaster and grill clean. 

◼ Keep a fire blanket in the kitchen to put 

over something if it is on fire. 

◼ Chip pans are dangerous - it’s much safer 

to buy food that can be cooked in the oven.  

◼ Remember to turn the cooker off when you 

have finished cooking. 
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Electricity 

◼ Check plugs and leads are safe, no loose  

wires or signs of damage. 

◼ Only use one plug for one socket and                 

never overload extension leads. 

◼ Unplug electrical items when you are not using them - except 

the fridge and freezer! 

◼ Make sure any portable heaters are against a wall and can’t          

be knocked over. 

◼ Don’t put heaters near to curtains or furniture. 

◼ Don’t put lamps next to curtains as the bulb can get hot. 

Smoking 

◼ If you smoke check that you have put your cigarette out properly 

using a proper ashtray. Don’t smoke if you think you may fall 

asleep you could start a fire and DO NOT smoke in bed. 

◼ Keep matches and lighters away from children. 

◼ It is good practice not to smoke inside the home. 

Candles  
◼ Be careful using candles and tea lights – always use a           

proper candle holder. 

◼ If you leave a room, make sure you put the candle out first. 

◼ Don’t put candles next to anything that might catch fire i.e.             

curtains, clothes etc. 

◼ Don’t put candles on a plastic surface as this could melt. 

◼ Always put candles and tea lights out before going to bed. 

◼ Don’t put candles on a plastic surface as this could melt. 
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Furniture 
◼ Always check that furniture has   

a fire resistant label on it. 

Safety Routes 
◼ Always keep the route to your 

door clear from any obstacles that you may fall over if you 

need to leave in a hurry. Make sure you know where your door/

window keys are - if you live with other people make sure you 

all know the plan to leave the house in an emergency. 

◼ Make sure you have a phone that you can use to call for help 

in case of an emergency. 

◼ If you live where there are support workers and you may need 

help to get out in a fire, they can work with you to agree a           

Personal Emergency Evacuation Plan (P.E.E.P). 

◼ If there is a fire you need to: 

◼ Keep calm. 

◼ Get out - keep calm and go outside. 

◼ Stay out - stay a safe distance from your house - stay 

there. 

◼ Call 999 from a mobile phone or ask your neighbour, wait 

for the fire service to come. 
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Slips, trips and falls 
◼ Falls can happen at home and can cause injuries. You can make 

this less likely to happen if you think about ways to make and 

keep your home safe. 
 

Look after yourself – you are less likely to have a fall if: 

◼ You aren't tired. 

◼ You take your time, don’t 

rush about and look where 

you are going. 

◼ You have good eyesight - 

if you have trouble seeing 

make an appointment with 

an optician. 

◼ You have shoes that fit 

you properly - make sure 

that shoes have a good 

grip and they stay on your foot easily and shoe laces are tied 

correctly. 

◼ Keep as active as possible - carrying out simple tasks like 

housework or gardening can also help with co-ordination and 

balance. 
 

To think about: 

◼ Be extra careful if you are taking medication as 

some medication can lead to dizziness – check 

with your pharmacist or doctor if this is a problem 

for you. 

◼ If it’s icy outside make sure you take extra care. 

 



Around the House: 

◼ Keep rooms tidy and floors free from clutter and trailing      

cables. 

◼ Make sure all your lights are working and put them on when 

you are in the rooms. 

◼ Wet floors can be slippery, wipe up spills straight away and 

stay out of rooms that have been mopped until they are dry. 

◼ Rugs and mats can be a trip hazard, remove them or make 

sure they are well stuck down.  

◼ Keep the staircase free from clutter and make sure you have 

a good handrail to hold onto when using the stairs. 
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Using the computer and social media 

The internet, social media and computers offer great opportunities for 

developing new skills through information, fun - watching videos,     

chatting with friends and buying items.  

 

 

 

 

Being safe on line... 

It is really important that people are well supported to stay safe on line  

to protect from a range of issues that can arise such as: 

◼ Bullying and harassment. 

◼ Grooming. 

◼ Fraudulent use of bank details.  

◼ Personal information theft - i.e. people knowing where you live, 

your details such as national insurance number, phone numbers 

etc. 
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Top tips for staying safe on line 

◼ Remember almost everything you do on the internet can be 

seen by other people - so be careful what you say and think 

before you type. 

◼ Keep your passwords private and don’t share them with             

anyone else. 

◼ Never give your personal information - your date of birth,         

address, phone number, bank details to people you ‘meet’ on 

the internet. 

◼ Some sites are illegal. Remember - anything that would be          

illegal or get you into trouble in everyday life would likely be  

illegal on line as well, this could get you and other people into 

trouble . 

◼ Make sure you understand the benefits of having anti-virus 

and internet security software on your computer and that this 

is kept up to date. If you’re not sure how to do this ask some-

one to check that everything is up to date. 
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Social media 

◼ It’s OK to say no. Remember, if a stranger or someone you don’t 

know sends you a ‘friend’ request, you don’t have to accept.  

◼ Tell someone if you’re being 

bullied on the internet (for    

example, getting nasty              

Facebook messages or 

emails). 

◼ Take a screen shot of any  

nasty message and don’t    

delete the message until         

you have done this. Taking a 

screen shot saves the nasty 

messages, so that you can 

show them to people who   

can help you. 

◼ Don’t put your personal             

details on and make sure    

only your real friends have  

access – you can change    

the privacy settings to make 

sure this happens. 

◼ Block and report bullies. This 

stops them from being able to 

contact you. If you’re not sure 

how to do this ask someone  

to show you. 

◼ Never arrange to meet up with 

someone you’ve met online - even if they seem nice or you think 

you know them. 
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Emails 

◼ Never reply to emails saying you have inherited money or won 

the lottery - these are fake emails from people who are trying to 

trick you. 

◼ Only give your e-mail address to people that you want to have it. 

Phones 

◼ Keep important numbers next to the phone or in a book that you 

carry – these can be friends and family or people that can help 

you when you need it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

◼ Only give the phone number of your house or mobile to friends 

and family. 

◼ If somebody upsets you on the phone put the phone down and 

tell someone what has happened. 

◼ If anyone sends you any nasty text messages - don’t delete the 

texts, this way you can show them to people who can help you. 

◼ Don’t walk and text - you may fall over! 
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Using the Film 

How to use the Film with this Section 

Link to the film: https://vimeo.com/255862068 

The aim of the film is to show some of the elements from this section, 

it will not show everything.  

The films provide opportunities to discuss examples of best practice 

and where things may have been done differently to promote learning 

for both the individual and the Support/Care Worker. 

 

To gain maximum benefit from the resource it is important that you: 

◼ Familiarise yourself with Section 1: Promoting Independence 

and this section. 

◼ Watch the film. Consider the following points: 

◼ Was the film a good example of how to promote           

independence? 

◼ Could anything have been done differently? 

◼ Which parts of the task were carried out in line with 

good practice as identified in this section? 

◼ Which parts of the tasks could have been done          

differently? 

◼ When watching the film with an individual, pause it at relevant 

points and discuss in greater detail, use the resource whilst 

enabling the individual to do the task themselves, if it supports 

the way they learn.  

◼ Repeat as often as is necessary. 

 

 

 

 

 


